We study reaction fronts described by the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation subject to a Poiseuille flow. The fronts propagate with or against the flow located inside a two-dimensional slab. Steady front profiles can be flat, axisymmetric, or nonaxisymmetric, depending on the gap between the plates and the average flow speed. We first obtain the steady front solutions, later executing a linear stability analysis to determine the stability of the fronts. Applying fluid flow can turn initially unstable fronts into stable fronts. Stable steady fronts propagating in the adverse direction of the Poiseuille flow are axisymmetric for slow fluid flows. However, for higher speeds an adverse flow can lead to stable nonaxisymmetric fronts. We also show regions of bistability where stable nonaxisymmetric and axisymmetric fronts can coexist.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (KS) equation was derived by Kuramoto [1] to study wave propagation in reaction-diffusion systems and, independently, by Sivashinsky [2] to model combustion fronts. The KS equation appears in other areas, such as phase turbulence [3] , falling-film flows [4, 5] , chemical fronts [6] , and combustion fronts [7] , including the formation of a cellular structure in a flame. The KS equation with a linear stabilizing term is used to study directional solidification [8] and the noisy KS equation is used to model unstable pattern formation [9] .
Reaction fronts modeled with the KS equation can be modified by the presence of fluid flow, as in the case of chemical fronts in the iodate-arsenous acid reaction propagating inside vertical tubes. In these fronts, density gradients generate convective fluid motion that determines the structure of the front. Chemical reaction fronts in Hele-Shaw cells also exhibit complex behavior due to the coupling with fluid flow. Edwards et al. [10, 11] found that Poiseuille flow between parallel plates changes the shape and the speed of stable fronts. These results have been confirmed experimentally by Salin et al. in experiments inside tubes and Hele-Shaw cells [12] . These fronts without fluid motion form a stable front that can be modeled by a reaction-diffusion equation or an eikonal relation. In contrast, fronts described by the KS equation can exhibit complex spatiotemporal behavior, such as steady cellular structures, oscillatory, or chaotic fronts [13] . For example, reaction fronts with chemicals having different diffusivities present instabilities that can be described with a KS equation [14, 15] . In these reactions, front propagation coupled to convective fluid flow leads to complex behavior [16] [17] [18] .
In this paper we consider the effects of fluid flow on steady fronts described by the KS equation as they are advected by a Poiseuille flow. We look for steady fronts that propagate at a constant speed either in the same direction as the Poiseuille flow or the opposite direction. The stability of the solutions * vasquez@ipfw.edu is analyzed using a linear stability analysis on the advected fronts. We consider fronts propagating between two infinite parallel plates separated by a small distance (L). The domain width plays an important role in analyzing the fronts, since it determines the speed and symmetry of steady solutions of the KS equation.
II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
We study the propagation of chemical fronts between parallel plates subject to Poiseuille flow. The front propagates in a two-dimensional slab confined by two infinite walls located at x = 0 and x = L. Poiseuille flow pushes the front along the z direction with a parabolic velocity profile [19] ,
Herev corresponds to the average velocity of the flow. The position of the front at time t is described by the front height H (x,t) above the x axis. The time evolution of the front is provided by the KS equation with the addition of the flow velocity [10] :
We impose the boundary conditions derived by Margolis et al. [20] for fronts propagating in a channel:
III. NUMERICAL METHODS

A. Stationary solutions
We seek solutions of the form H (x,t) = H 0 (x) − ct, where c is the constant velocity of the front. With this substitution Eq. (2) becomes
The front is stationary in a reference frame moving at the constant front velocity c, with H 0 (x) being the spatial front profile in this reference frame. The solution H 0 (x) is defined up to a constant, since adding any constant to it will still be a solution. We choose the constant to make the average position of the front equal to 0. In the absence of an external flow (V z = 0), the KS equation allows a stationary flat front solution of zero height.
We find the solution of Eq. (3) using a nonlinear shooting method [21] . We transform Eq. (3) into a set of four first-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) by defining each highorder derivative as a new variable [22] . The value of H 0 at x = 0 is arbitrary since adding a constant to the solution will still be a solution; its value is adjusted later. The remaining boundary conditions at x = 0 allow for two free parameters to start the shooting method: the speed c and the second derivative d 2 H 0 /dx 2 at the starting point x = 0. Given any pair of values for these parameters, we are able to integrate the equations with a simple Euler method reaching x = L. We then adjust the parameters to obtain the correct boundary conditions at x = L. We used 10 5 points with the Euler method in this interval, a similar calculation using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method did not yield a significant difference.
B. Linear stability analysis
We analyze the stability of chemical fronts by introducing small perturbations to the stationary-state solutions. We substitute in Eq. (2)
where H 1 is a small perturbation of the stationary state H 0 . Keeping only the linear terms of H 1 , we obtain
We look for solutions of the form
where σ is the growth rate of the perturbation. With this substitution, Eq. (5) becomes an eigenvalue equation, with σ the eigenvalue andH the eigenfunction. This determines the stability of H 0 (x) since solutions with a negative real part of σ will decay with time.
We solve the eigenvalue equation using a shooting method similar to the one described above. The partial differential equation, resulting from the substitution of Eq. (6) into Eq. (5), is first transformed into a set of first-order ODEs. Choosing the values of ∂ 2H /∂x 2 andH at x = 0 and σ , we start a Euler method that generates the values ofH and its derivatives at x = L. The shooting method aims at finding the initial values at x = 0 that lead to the correct boundary conditions at x = L. In this case, we can easily determine the eigenvalue σ by using the fact that the system of ODEs is linear. We can generate two linearly independent solutions initializing the shooting method with the boundary conditions at x = 0, plus linearly independent conditions for the remaining variables. In this work, we chose, at the starting point,H = 1 and d 2H /dx 2 = 0 to generate one function andH = 0 and d 2H /dx 2 = 1 to generate the other. Any solution that satisfies the boundary conditions at x = L is a linear combination of these two solutions. This leads to a linear system of two equations whose determinant must be 0. The value of σ that makes the determinant equal to 0 is the required eigenvalue. This eigenvalue equation allows for an infinite number of complex eigenvalues. The front will be stable if all of the eigenvalues have a negative real part. Therefore, if the eigenvalue with the largest real part is negative, the front is stable.
IV. RESULTS
We first obtain stationary stable fronts for different average velocities of the Poiseuille flow while keeping the slab width constant. The shooting method provides solutions to the KS equation, while a calculation of the growth rate σ establishes the stability of the fronts. The slab width is set to L = 3 since at this width there is a stable flat front solution propagating in the +z direction in the absence of Poiseuille flow. We study flows moving in the same direction of this initial flat front (supportive flows) and flows moving in the opposite direction (adverse flows). Figure 1 shows some of these stable stationary states for different average velocities of the Poiseuille flow. For a supportive flow (v = 2.5), the front is symmetric with respect to a line parallel to the z axis and passing through the center of the two-dimensional domain at x = L/2, which we call the axis. In this case the front is concave downward, with a single maximum on the axis. In the case of adverse flow, we first find that the front is axisymmetric concave upward front forv = −2.0 having a single minimum. As we increase the magnitude of the adverse flow (v = −2.5) the front loses the axial symmetry, having one side higher than the other. Therefore, a strong enough Poiseuille flow in the adverse direction, which is an axisymmetric flow, can lead to a nonaxisymmetric front.
We study the front velocity for different values of the domain width L in the absence of Poiseuille flow [23, 24] . We obtain fronts that are stationary in a reference frame comoving with the front. The growth rate for small perturbations σ determines the stability of each front. Figure 2 shows the velocities of several fronts relative to the velocity of the flat front for different values of L. In this figure, the flat front solution has a velocity equal to 0, being a solution for each value of L. The stability of the flat front solution provides an analytical dispersion relation between growth rates and perturbation wave numbers, having critical stability (σ = 0) for L = π [18] . When we increase L above π , new stable nonaxisymmetric solutions appear. These solutions have a side near one boundary higher than the other, with their velocities shown in Fig. 2 by branch A. Because of the symmetry of the equation, the reflection about the axis is also a solution with the same velocity. In branch A, the front speed increases with increasing L until it reaches a maximum speed of 1.60 at L = 3.75, it then decreases until it meets branches B and E. Branch E corresponds to unstable axisymmetric solutions in the interval 6.28 < L < 6.31. In this range it coexists with branch A. As we increase the width L beyond 6.31, branch A disappears and new stable axisymmetric solutions appear (branch B). In branch B the front speed increases until it reaches a maximum speed, decreasing after this maximum. Branch B contains two solutions with the same velocity: one is concave downward (having a maximum); the other, concave upward (having a minimum). The concave downward solution is always stable in the domain (L > 6.31), we discuss the stability of the other solution later. Axisymmetric fronts in branch B correspond to two mirrored nonaxisymmetric solutions; consequently, their maximum speed is the same as the maximum speed of nonaxisymmetric fronts. However, the fronts are not necessarily stable. We find other unstable nonaxisymmetric solutions with velocities described by branches C, D, and F. Branch C begins near the maximum of branch B, its velocity decreasing with increasing width L, continuing until it meets branches D and F at a single point (L = 9.46). For larger values of L, branch D shows higher velocities. In the range 9.18 L 9.46 branch D has solutions with two different velocities for each value of L. Branch F meets the branch of flat fronts, having higher velocities with increasing L. We are interested in determining how these front velocities change when a supportive or adverse flow is applied. We obtain the largest real part of the growth rate [Re(σ )] for front perturbations (Fig. 3) . These values of Re(σ ) determine the stability of the solutions: positive values of Re(σ ) indicate an unstable front. For small values of L, the only solution is the flat front solution (branch G) having Re(σ ) negative. As we increase the width L, we find that Re(σ ) becomes positive for L > π, indicating a transition to unstable fronts. As we increase the width L further, the real part of the growth rate reaches a maximum, remaining positive for all values of L under consideration. Branch A in Fig. 3 corresponds to growth rates associated with the nonaxisymmetric solutions described in Fig. 2 . All these values are negative, indicating stability of the nonaxisymmetric fronts. We notice that branch A has a minimum value near L = 4.60, where we find a discontinuity in the slopes. This discontinuity is due to the existence of more than one eigenvalue for each solution. As we increase L, the highest growth rate decreases, while the second largest increases. They meet at the place where the slope presents a discontinuity. Branches B 1 and B 2 correspond to two axisymmetric solutions having the same propagation velocities. One of these solutions corresponds to concave downward fronts represented by line B 1 ; the other corresponds to concave upward fronts represented by line B 2 . The growth rates indicate that the concave upward fronts are stable (B 1 ), while the concave downward fronts are unstable, except in the interval 7.47 < L < 8.65. This interval is a region of bistability for both types of axisymmetric fronts. These branches also present minima with abrupt changes of slope, similar to the one exhibit by branch A. Branch E corresponds to two distinct unstable axisymmetric fronts having the same velocity. Branches C, D, and F show real parts of growth rates corresponding to nonaxisymmetric solutions. Their values are greater than 0, therefore these fronts are unstable. For all values of L in Fig. 3 , we find at least one stable steady front. These stable solutions change from flat, to nonaxisymmetric, and then to axisymmetric as we increase L.
We show in Fig. 4 the front velocities with a supportive flow (v = 0.1) for different values of the domain width L. The original flat front without Poiseuille flow becomes axisymmetric. This front loses stability to nonaxisymmetric perturbations at L = 3.15, whereas this transition without Poiseuille flow occurs at L = π . For larger values of L, the unstable front becomes part of branch B 1 corresponding to concave downward fronts. As these fronts lose stability, stable nonaxisymmetric fronts appear (Branch A). The velocities in this branch increase as they reach a maximum at L = 3.75, with the branch ending at L = 6.04, where branch A meets branch B 1 . This branch (B 1 ) corresponds to concave downward fronts with increasing speeds until they reach a maximum speed at L = 7.44. The maximum speed for axisymmetric fronts in branch B 1 is higher than the maximum speed for branch A, therefore supportive Poiseuille flows favor axisymmetric fronts. Branch B 2 consists of axisymmetric fronts but concave upward. Without Poiseuille flow, branches B 1 and B 2 exhibit the same velocities, but with Poiseuille flow they separate. Most of branch B 2 is unstable, except for a small region of bistability with fronts in branch B 1 . Fronts that were previously flat appear here as part of branch B 2 . Branches C, D, and F correspond to unstable nonaxisymmetric fronts. Branch C originates where fronts on branch B 2 become stable, with their velocities decreasing until the branch joins the lower portion of branch B 2 . Branches D and F start at the same point at L = 9.51, increasing their velocities. Branch D initially has higher velocities, but there is a crossover with branch F at L = 9.53 forming a very small loop in Fig. 4 . In summary, adding a supportive Poiseuille flow changes the speeds of stable fronts. Speeds decrease for concave upward fronts, increase slightly for stable nonaxisymmetric fronts, and show a much higher increase for concave downward fronts. In Fig. 6 we have the front velocities in the case of an adverse flowv = −0.1. The original flat front becomes axisymmetric and loses stability to nonaxisymmetric fronts (branch A) at L = 3.13. Branch A has a maximum speed at L = 3.75. This maximum is slightly smaller than the one obtained without Poiseuille flow. In addition, the adverse flow decreases the velocity of concave downward axisymmetric fronts (B 1 ) and increases the velocity of concave upward axisymmetric fronts (B 2 ). We notice that branch A becomes unstable before reaching branch B 1 , leading to a small region where no front is stable. Branches C, D, and F correspond to nonaxisymmetric fronts. Branch C starts where fronts on branch B 2 become stable and finishes at L = 9.5, where it meets branch F. Both branch C and branch F are unstable. Branch D joins branch B 1 at L = 9.29, having two solutions for L smaller than this value. Branch D crosses over branches C and F, having a single solution for L > 9.29. A portion of branch D becomes stable due to the adverse flow. So in this case, we have two regions of bistability. The first one corresponds to upward and downward axisymmetric fronts and the other one corresponds to downward axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric fronts. Therefore, the stability of the fronts can be affected by the adverse Poiseuille flow, modifying unstable fronts to become stable fronts. Figure 7 displays the largest real part of the growth rate for an adverse flow (v = −0.1). The flat fronts for small values of L without Poiseuille flow are now concave upward fronts. They are stable for L < 3.13, where they show a transition from negative to positive values of Re(σ ). Branch A appears at this transition point, corresponding to nonaxisymmetric fronts. This branch has negative values for Re(σ ) up to L = 6.49. We also find a region of bistability between concave upward axisymmetric fronts, associated with branch B 2 , and fronts on branch B 1 . This region of bistability is 8.5% larger than the one obtained without Poiseuille flow. We also observe a small region, 6.49 < L < 6.58, where all steady fronts are unstable. Stable concave downward axisymmetric fronts, associated with B 1 , exist for L > 6.58. Branch D, which was completely unstable without Poiseuille flow, now has a region where Re(σ ) is negative. Therefore, applying adverse Poiseuille flow results in stabilizing unstable fronts. In this case, adverse flow decreases the values of Re(σ ) for nonaxisymmetric fronts and concave upward fronts, increasing their region of stability.
Increasing the average speed of a supportive Poiseuille flow favors the formation of axisymmetric fronts as shown in Fig. 8 . In this figure we display the velocity of stable fronts as a function of the slab width. In the absence of Poiseuille flow (v = 0.0), the curve has two local maxima, one of them located between two points where the slope changes abruptly. The widths between these two points allow for stable nonaxisymmetric fronts, with the fronts being axisymmetric elsewhere. The value of the speed at each maximum is the same, with the maximum on the left corresponding to a stable nonaxisymmetric front. The other maximum corresponds to a stable axisymmetric front. In this case the transition points between stable axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric fronts are located at L = π and L = 6.31. By introducing a small supportive flow, we notice that the speeds of all fronts increase: the curve corresponding tov = 1.0 is completely above the curve forv = 0.0. However, the maximum speed for axisymmetric fronts is now higher than the one for nonaxisymmetric fronts. We also notice that the locations of the transition points are changed. Increasing the average flow speed reduces the region where stable nonaxisymmetric fronts are present. As the average speed is increased further, the transitions points approach each other, reducing the region of the nonaxisymmetric fronts until it finally disappear whenv > 2.46. This is also shown in Fig. 9 , where we display the position of the transition points as we vary the average speed for the supportive flow. The curve representing the transition points separates regions where only stable axisymmetric fronts and nonaxisymmetric fronts can exist. This curve has a maximum valuev = 2.46 at L = 3.7. Consequently, forv > 2.46 only stable axisymmetric fronts exist. A strong enough supportive Poiseuille flow will only allow stable axisymmetric fronts.
Although an adverse Poiseuille flow opposes the direction of front propagation, some stable fronts increase their speeds for adverse flow. In Fig. 10(a) we display the speed as a function of the slab width L for different flows in the adverse direction. Without Poiseuille flow the maximum axisymmetric flow speed is exactly the same as the maximum nonaxisymmetric flow speed [ Fig. 10(a) ]. Applying an adverse Poiseuille flow ofv = −0.3 reduces the speed of the nonaxisymmetric fronts. However, concave upward axisymmetric fronts have their speeds increased, while concave downward fronts have their speeds reduced. We also notice that at this speed stable nonaxisymmetric fronts appear at any value of L, whereas without flow they can only form for L < 6.31. Axisymmetric fronts can now form only at larger slab widths, sharing a region of bistability with nonaxisymmetric fronts. The curve representing stable axisymmetric fronts no longer meets the curve representing stable nonaxisymmetric fronts. As we reduce the velocity of the adverse flow tov = −0.5, we also notice a similar effect [ Fig. 10(b) ]. But in this case, we also observe that the region where concave downward axisymmetric fronts can form is much smaller, being bounded at larger slab widths. Increasing the adverse speed further, to a velocity ofv = −0.7, we only find concave upward axisymmetric fronts. It is important to point out that the speeds of nonaxisymmetric fronts decrease with increasing adverse speed for widths near the maximum speed, but for larger slab widths the opposite effect takes place. For stable nonaxisymmetric fronts with relatively large slab widths (L ≈ 7), increasing the adverse flow increases the velocity in the opposite direction of the flow.
To understand the effects of the Poiseuille flow on stable nonaxisymmetric fronts, we fix the width to L = 3.5, where a stable nonaxisymmetric front forms without flow, varying the average velocity of the flow. The results are shown in Fig. 11 . Forv = 0.0, the axisymmetric front (flat front) is unstable and the nonaxisymmetric front is stable. Increasing the speed of a supportive Poiseuille flow brings the speeds of unstable axisymmetric fronts closer to the speeds of nonaxisymmetric fronts until they become the same atv = 2.27. For larger values of the average velocity, only stable axisymmetric fronts are present (branch A in Fig. 11 ). In the case of adverse flows, we always obtain stable nonaxisymmetric fronts with decreasing front speeds. The axisymmetric fronts are initially unstable, but for strong adverse flows (v < −655) the axisymmetric fronts become stable again. As these axisymmetric fronts become stable, a branch of unstable nonaxisymmetric fronts appears (branch B in Fig. 11 ). While stable nonaxisymmetric fronts disappear at relatively low speeds of supportive flow, they are present even at high speeds of adverse flows.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We studied reaction fronts within a two-dimensional slab using the KS equation advected by a Poiseuille flow. The fronts exhibit transitions from a nonaxisymmetric to an axisymmetric profile. This transition can take place by changing the slab width L even without flow. Stable axisymmetric fronts develop when nonaxisymmetric fronts lose stability as we increase the width. Adding a Poiseuille flow will make the transitions occur at different widths, plus it will change the shape and speed of the fronts. Nonaxisymmetric fronts will remain stable for adverse flows, but they will disappear for strong supportive Poiseuille flows. In the latter case, the fronts become axisymmetric, having a maximum at the center of the slab. We also find stable axisymmetric fronts that have a minimum (concave upward fronts). They share a small region of bistability with concave upward fronts. A supportive Poiseuille flow will provide a higher increase in speed for concave downward fronts but has the opposite effect with the application of adverse flows. We also identify branches of unstable fronts that can turn into stable branches in the presence of a Poiseuille flow. The experimental observation of these effects will require fronts that are potentially unstable in systems such as reaction diffusion fronts [25] or flame instabilities [26] .
